Rahadi Wasi Bintoro Sharia business and the challenge of dispute settlement in indonesian religious court
Devolution of authority to examine, decide and resolve sharia economic case to the Religious Court until today still leaves polemic, not only among academicians and legal practitioners, but also among field practitioners of sharia economy, especially in banking field and finance institutions. This is due to the regulation on sharia economy is not as detailed as the other authority of the religion court, such as marriage. The regulation of marriage or others are more detailed, so it eases the judges to examine the case that brought is its authority or not. Though Sharia economy is not easy and one of complex issues, and grows very rapidly, so that it can open up space and allows anyone to be involved in it. Consequently, there is no adequate legal protection in the practice of dispute settlement in the field of sharia economy this long. Based on the provision of Article 54 of Law No. 7 1989 on Religious Courts, it stipulates that «applicable procedural law in the court in the environment of Religion Court is the applicable law of civil procedure in the courts in the General Courts, except it has specifically regulated in this Law». This shows that the applicable procedural law in the Religious Courts is the procedural law of the General Courts. Whereas public court procedures also negativehighlighted, considering the case filed requires a long time, high cost and convoluted procedures. 1 On the other hand, the development of sharia economic system is basically the demands of the business world, which has fast-moving character. Based on the explanation, the interesting legal issues in this case is the problematic of principle of simple justice, quick and inexpensive in the Religious Courts in examining sharia economic cases.
B. Discussion. The challenges of Simple, Fast and Light Cost Principle in Religion Courts.
In order to resolve the dispute required the device and dispute resolution institutions that has credibility and competence in the field of Islamic economic, either judicial or non judicial 2 . Justice here becomes the main objective. As mentioned before, there are changes that are related to the addition of the Religious Courts's authority, however procedural law, as a rule dispute resolution in court, still refer to the law of civil procedure as used in a general court. This is governed by the provisions of Article 54 of Law Number 7 of 1989 Religion Courts, that «the law that applicable to the court in the field of Religion Court is the law of civil procedure that applicable in the courts in the Gen-eral Courts, except as specifically regulated in this Law». The phrase «except as specifically regulated in this Law» shows that the Law of Religion Courts, besides using the law of civil procedure as applicable in a general court, also has its own set procedural law, such as: proof by reason syikak, or divorce which is based on the grounds of adultery 1 . Civil procedural law is not only a complement, but it also has an important position in implementing or enforcing civil law material. No substantive civil law enforcement may stand alone or loose it at all with formal civil law or civil procedural law 2 . The essence of civil procedural law according to the author's writed is: First, the rules that govern how people who their private interests is violated by others that can be completed; Second, the way how a person restored his rights if violated by another person; and Third, the way in how the authors or courts resolve civil disputes.
Good judiciary can be realized, if it has a base value as defined in the International Framework for Court Excelent (IFCE), namely equal treatment by the law (equality before the law), honesty (fairnes), impartiality (impartiality), freedom in making verdict, the ability (competency), the open integrity or transparancy, easy to visit (easy access), timely (timeliness) and certainty 3 . It is for justice can be run effectively and efficiently. In Civil Case itself, the procedures for law enforcement began reception lawsuit or appeal to the execution verdict. The basic value in Indonesia has been accommodated through the judicial simple principle, fast and low cost. The Religion Courts as holders of judicial power, in implementing processes and adjudicates cases also subject to the principles of justice simple, fast and low cost. The principle of «simple, fast and low cost is a principle is important principle like the other principles contained in Law Number 48 of 2009. The principle is simple, fast and low cost can be seen in the provisions of Article 2 (4) of Law Number 48 of 2009 regarding Judicial Power, which stipulates that Justice is done with a simple, fast, and low cost.
Simple meaning according to Article 2 (4) is the examination and the settlement is done by efficiently and effectively. The simple principle consist that the proceeding is easy to understand, clear and straightforward. Much fewer and simpler formalities are required, then the proceedings will run smoothly. Instead, too many firmalities, so, the proceedings not running smoothly, because it allows the emergence of various interpretations, it making less guarantees the legal certainty and cause fear to act before the court.
Keep in mind, that the development of the law is carried out through legal reforms with regard to the plurality of the prevailing legal order as well as the impact of globalization.
1 Then, the Supreme Court do the construction law in the resolution of civil cases in the courts, in particular the obligation to take the mediation process in court. Basically Article 130 Het Her-zeine Indonesish Reglement (HIR), 154 Rechtsreglement buitengewesten (Rbg) has provided the means to resolve the dispute between the parties through peace. Efforts settlement through peace is much more effective and efficient, partly because the settlement is done informally resolved by the parties themselves, completion period is short, low cost, are not bound by rules of evidence, the process of the settlement are confidential, the relationship of the parties are cooperative, results the target is the win-win and free of emotions and revenge. However, in practice, Article 130 HIR, 154 Rbg is only carried out merely fulfilling a formality 2 , in which the judges at the beginning of the session always ask if the parties have reached an agreement / peace or not? and if not, then the trial resumed, and at the end of the trial judge then suggested that the parties take the peace efforts. Implementation of Article 130 HIR that seem formalistic, resulting in a civil case proceedings continue until the Supreme Court (MA), resulting in a buildup of cases at the Supreme Court. This is certainly contrary to the principle of justice simple, fast and low cost.
Based on the Article 130 HIR, 154 Rbg and to empower and streamline the institutions of peace, then MA modify it to a more forced (compulsory) is through the litigation mediation mechanism 3 , with the intention that not all cases filed in the district court continued to appeal in MA which in turn will result the buildup of cases at the Supreme court. The enactment of Supreme Court Regulation (PERMA) Number 1 of 2016 on Mediation Procedure Court, resulted in mediation becomes an optimization that should be implemented as peace efforts in every case are admissible in court. Perma' goal is none other than to uphold the principle of simple justice quickly and at low cost, that while this is considered just a mere slogan. The mediation process is also required to be taken in the Religious Courts. it is examined, then based on the Supreme Court Rule (PerMa) No. 1 of 2016, meditation process should be carried out by parties who have a legal dispute. The obligation of mediation process before the examination of cases, it surely implies the implementation of a simple principle. Mediation is essentally a dispute settlement by adversrial known as the dispute settlement by third party who is not involved in the dispute 1 , which then the Supreme Court will inroduce into the system of civil lawsuit trial 2 . The mediation process, as set forth in PerMa No. 1 of 2016 this nature is a compulsory, and if mediation process is not implemented in court, it will make judges seemed to have violated the law of legislation governing on Mediation in the courts. The proses of mediation itself lasts no longer than 30 working days and can be extended to 30 days, even if peace effort through this mediation process fails, the parties may submit the peace efforts during the investigation proses which resulted in the case investigation should be delayed up to 14 days.
Mediation principally consists of three stages, namely the pre mediation stage, mediation stage, and the final stage of mediation. An interesting on Supreme Court Rule (PerMa) No. 1 of 2016 is the mediator may state that one party or the parties and / or their legal councel does not have good intention: First, absence after being called two (2) times in mediation meetings without a valid reason; Second, attending the first mediation meeting, but absence at the next meeting athough having been called two (2) times in a row without valid reason; Third, absence repeatedly that distracts the mediation meeting schedule without a valid reason; Fourth, attending mediation meeting, but not filling and/or not responding to other parties' Case Resumes; and/or Fifth, not signing the Peace Agreement that has been agreed without a valid reason. The mediator statement implies to the plaintiff, which is accusation can not be accepted along with paying mediation and the court fee, whereas for the defedant, the mediator statement implies the obligation of the defedant to pay the costs of mediaton that shall be mentioned in the final verdict.
The existence of PerMa No. 1 of 2016 surly adds examination procedure at the court. Prior to the rules of mediation in the court, after a lawsuit field to the court, then on the day of the trial that has been determined, the examination of the principal case was immediately carried out, starting from the plaintiff, the answer to the defedant ( the disclaimer on the plaintiff), replik (refutation of plaintiff on defedants' answer) and duplik (refutation of replik plaintiff) then followed by verification of the parties, conclusions and ended with the judges' decision. With the existence of the PerMA, then before the examination of the subject of case, should the mediation efforts undertake in advance who is assisted by the mediator. Based on Article 1 paragraph 2 PerMA No. 1 of 2016 mediators are judges or other parties who have a certificate as a neutral party who assist the parties in the process of negotiations in order to find various possibilities of dispute resolution without having to disconnect or impose a settlement. The judge who have double role, can also act as a mediator in the mediation process besides as judicature, tend to be chosen by the parties, recalling the selection of mediators originating from the judges of the courts are not charged. Need to be defined here, that the role of the judge as judicature is very different from the role of the mediator that is only as a facilitator in the mediation process, because mediators have a role to facilitate mediation process and ignoring the element of disconnecting or imposing a decision on a dispute. Meanwhile, the element of disconnecting or imposing a decision on a dispute is typical character of the judge. According to the author, the failure of mediation process all this time 1 is because the parties tend to choose mediator from judges, while the judges have different characters with mediators in their role.
Quick linguistically means short time, within a short time, soon, little ins and outs (little knacks) 2 . The little amount of formalities in courts will accelerate the investigation. It will increase the court authority, and increase the public confidence towards court. Quick principle is not intended to tell judge to investigate and decide case without taking a long time in accordance with the procedural law itself.
Low cost referred in the explanation of paraghraph 2 article (4) is the court fees that are accessible for public. Cost linguistically means money that spent to hold (establish, perform, so on), fee (administration; fee spent on letter arrangement and so on), court fees such as calling the witnesses and stamp duty 3 . Low cost principle, means that all citizens can submit rights claim to the court. Court is not only for people who have lots of money, but as much as possible for those classified as a poor in fighting for their rights in court.
The application of civil law in the Religious Courts will be confronted with a complicated problem which is tentatively haunting the General Courts, especially in civil cases in district courts, ie the kink process, take a long time 1 valued as a body that has the «special function» (serve a very special function) 1 . In a special position according JR. Spencer 2 verdict passed by the court likened to a «verdict of god» or «the judgment was that of god». The opinion that considers the court verdict as «the judgment was that of god», has been rooted in human life. In Greek philosophy, these opinions are already exists. Greek society calls a court verdict with «judicium die» (his decision, Judicium Die).
C. Conclusion. Applying the Law of Civil Procedure that is applicable in a general court in the Religious Courts is one of the lackness of Religious Courts to resolve the dispute in the sharia economic field. This is because, the character of the business settlement, including in the economic field sharia, demanding the settlement of disputes quickly, because the business world is always moving fast, while on the other hand, procedural law does not support the settlement quickly, because there is no limit when the case will be completed in the court, so for those who have bad intentions will enjoy a right material that is not his belonging much longer, contrary to those who have good intentions will increasingly suffer losses because of a system that does not run as expected.
According to the discussion that has been done, so the civil law procedure applied to solve sharia economic case in Islamic Religious Court does not support the character of the business world that demands quick settlement of disputes. Therefore, there should be a breakthrough of how the procedural law can accommodate the needs of the business world to be able to resolve the dispute in a simple way, fast and at a low cost.
